
HeiSha SDK Version Description 

 

Version No. Date Update description 

V1.0.0 2021-08-25 Original version 

V1.0.6 2021-09-26 1.Bug fixing；2. Server connection optimized 

V1.0.7 2021-10-14 

1. added the A/C module component, which can 

obtain the real time data of A/C module, water sensor 

and smoke sensor sampling value. 

2. modified the device login mode, the login 

information is changed from device name to device 

serial number. 

V1.0.8 2021-11-15 

1.The EdgeComputing component replaces the 

Switch component, retains the old functions of 

Android, NVIDIA and Remote Control power state 

feedback and operation, adds sub-components 

GPSLocator and Hygrothermograph,Their instances 

can be obtained by the parent component 

EdgeComputing, and their states, attributes, and data 

can be obtained by the instance calling the 

corresponding function. 



2.Fixed bug: Failed to connect to the server because 

there was no network during the first connection. 

V1.1.1 2021-11-23 

1. The operation of connecting to the server is 

completed by the SDK internally, and the 

connection is completed every 5 seconds until the 

connection is successful, so as to solve the 

problem that the network is not connected when 

the caller connects, resulting in subsequent 

connection acceptance. 

2. New Protocol added. 

3. Add receiving message filtering to improve 

message tolerance. 

V1.1.2 2021-11-24 

1.Remove the function of setting the air conditioner 

working mode; 

2.Fix BUG of request configuration parameter version 

information. 

V1.1.4 2021-12-01 

1.Optimized downward compatibility ; 

2. Add remote control module . 

V1.1.5 2022-01-22 

1.added one-click charging,one-click flight 

preparation call functions; 

2.Added an entity class for reporting things; 

3.Added interfaces for data from meteorological 



stations, rain gauges, solar panels; 

4.Optimize the unit of data and fix several bugs. 

V1.1.6 2022-03-04 1. Modified the Offset of ThingCode. 

V1.1.7 2022-05-16 

1. Fix the BUG of obtaining the device when the 

device is not connected; 

2. Add an interface for disconnecting; 

3. Add a ThingCode "THING_CODE_ NOT_ Available", 

indicating that the code is unrecognized; 

V1.1.8 2022-06-13 

1. Add some control drone interfaces to the 

RemoteControl module; 

V1.1.9 2022-09-09 

1. Add an interface to the ControlCenter module to 

publish native data for drones and remote controls; 

V1.1.10 2022-10-13 

1. Added an API that controls camera zoom in and 

out;  

2. Added an API that re-pairs rc with drones;  

3. Add some APIs that update device firmware; 

V1.1.11 2022-11-10 

1. added interfaces that get the status and progress 

of firmware updates; 

V1.1.13 2023-03-06 

1. Optimized mqtt message processing mechanism;  

2. Added an interface to log in to the MQTT server by 

username and password; 



 


